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Sunday, July 28, 2019
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Good morning to you all,
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It was 8pm before I got back from the BIL’s 80th birthday party last night, so I was
really late uploading the files to the website, but it was great having a catch up with
all of the family & in-laws families, many of whom I haven’t seen since Christmas.
Image 1: The current Zig Zags paper collection is half uploaded, so another two
weeks to go.
Image 2: Now that the George Barbier inspired decoupages are all published I am
planning on ramping up the bird decoupages to two per week & this is the first of
those two. Again, it isn’t particularly the subject matter that attracted me to get these
images but the beautiful artwork itself.
Images 3 & 4: I have uploaded bits & pieces from the Country Cottage Garden file in
recent months, so here are a couple more to add to your collection. The first is a
mirror image layered topper duo with a couple of mini images, & the second id the
matching backing paper. I need to catch the backing papers up to the decorative
sheets of tags etc. that are already online, as there seem to be way more papers in
the file than coordinating sheets, so I will probably upload those directly to the papers
page a few at a time on Sunday mornings.
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Image 5: The first of the two framed Santa card kits I am planning to upload in the
coming week.
Image 6: The second of the bird oval decoupages for the coming week is another
beautifully depicted image & background, every single one is absolutely stunning.
Image 7: The second of the Santa card kits that I am planning for this week, which
leaves three remaining on file still to upload.
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Image 8: A bit of an unusual design set for you now, usually I will create a background
& simply change the tint & hues to coordinate with each of the four individual images,
but here I have created an individual paper to accompany each of the images.
Images 9 & 10: Last Sunday morning I uploaded a couple of these Perfectly Peachy
sheets directly to their relevant pages & was surprised just how popular they were, so I
have been working on that file a some this week to expand it a little & created a few
more sheets for you.
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Here a layered card kit format with lots of extra mini images, which you could maybe
group together to create another card perhaps? Then I am including a full sheet of the
background paper so you can stretch the decorative sheet even further by splitting
the layers over two or more projects, should you choose to do so.
Image 11: I guess a prime example of why I have so many background sheets in the
Country Cottage Garden file, as I do tend to dip into the file & use the element sheets
as bonus sheets on Sunday mornings - here lots of lovely fruity tag toppers. Actually I
am going to dig out one of the pear backgrounds to accompany this sheet right now...
Image 12: One of the pear backgrounds from the Country Cottage Garden file!

Rita x

